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A-063 LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY, CLOTHING COLLECTION,  
c.1920-1940. 
 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 
Collection contains a cheerleader sweater worn by Lodie 
Kavanaugh, a woman’s gym outfit, and genealogical items related 
to Lodie Kavanaugh. During this period the University was named 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.  1 box. 
 
 
BOX ITEM  DESCRIPTION 
 
001 001  Cheerleader sweater worn by Lodie Kavanaugh early 
    1920's (donated by Lodie Kavanaugh). 
 002  Woman's gym outfit, c. 1940's (donated by Mary  
   Duchaney?). 
 003  Folder of paper items:  2 genealogical items  
   concerning cheerleader Lodie Kavanaugh;   
   letter referring to 1921 Tech football game. 
